UCF-3.018 Conflict of Interest or Commitment; Outside Activity or Employment.

(1) Code of Ethics. The policies and requirements of Chapter 112, Part III, Florida Statutes, “Code of Ethics for Public Officers and Employees,” shall apply to all UCF employees whether or not they are members of a bargaining unit, and includes the following prohibited actions or conduct:

(a) Solicitation and Acceptance of Gifts. University employees may not solicit or accept anything of value, such as a gift, loan, reward, promise of future employment, favor or service that is based on an understanding that their vote, official action, or judgment will be influenced by such gift.

(b) Unauthorized compensation. University employees, their spouses and minor children may not accept any compensation, payment, or thing of value when they know, or should know, that it is given to influence a vote or other official action.

(c) Misuse of Public Position. University employees may not use or attempt to use their official position or any property or resource that is within his or her trust to obtain special privilege, benefit, or exemption for themselves or others.

(d) Disclosure or Use of Information. University employees (including former employees) may not disclose or use information not available to the public and obtained by the reason of their position for their personal benefit.

(e) Doing Business with One’s Agency. University employees acting in their official capacity are prohibited from directly or indirectly purchasing, renting, or leasing any realty, goods, or services for the University from a business entity in which the employees or their spouses or children serve as an officer, partner, director, or proprietor, or own more than a 5% interest. Employees, acting in their private capacity, are also prohibited from renting, leasing, or selling any realty, goods, or services to the University.

(f) Conflicting Employment or Contractual Relationship. University employees may not work for or contract with a business entity or agency regulated by or doing business with the University. Employees also may not work for or have a contractual arrangement which will impede the full and faithful discharge of his or her public duties. Employees may not create a continuing or frequently
recurring conflict between his or her private interests and the performance of his or her public duties.

(g) Contractual Services: Prohibited Employment. University employees who participate in the decision-making process involving a purchase request, who influence the content of any specification or procurement standard, or who render advice, investigation, or auditing regarding the University’s contract for services, may not be employed by a person holding such a contract with the University.

Additionally, Florida Statute 104.31 states that employees may not use their position to interfere with an election, to command, coerce, or advise any other employee to contribute towards any political purpose, or advise where he or she might purchase commodities or interfere in any other way with the personal right of employees. Further, employees may not participate in any political campaign for an election while on duty.

(2) General.

(a) This regulation applies to all University employees, irrespective of bargaining unit, pay plan, rank, or employment status.

(b) University employees are expected to fully and competently perform all duties pertinent to their employment. Outside activity or employment which interferes with an employee’s obligations to the university or which represents a conflict of interest or commitment is prohibited.

(c) Employees are required to submit a report of their intention to participate in outside activity or employment in advance of such engagement; and to resubmit such report annually or as required by section (3), below. If in the opinion of the president, or representative, the outside activity or employment creates an actual or potential conflict of interest or interference with the employee’s duties, the employee will be notified to resolve the conflict or to provide further information that will allow the university to adequately manage any actual or potential conflict.

(d) Any employee who wishes to request the use of any university facility, equipment, personnel, or other university resources in connection with an outside activity or employment is required to submit a written request for such use, in
accordance with subsection (3) below. See also University Regulations UCF-4.029 - 4.0294 relating to use of university facilities.

(3) Submission of Reports.

(a) Faculty, Executive Services, Post-doctoral employees, and select individuals identified in University positions of trust or other employee types engaged in the design, conduct, and reporting of research must submit a report of outside activity or employment and potential conflicts of interest or commitment at the beginning of each academic year, irrespective of whether the employee has any activity or employment to report, using Form AA-21, “Potential Conflict of Interest or Commitment; Outside Activity or Employment Report.” This report must be resubmitted during the course of the reporting period should there be a change in activity, such as new outside activity or employment, substantial increase in the commitment required for an outside activity or employment, or change in relationships that could create a conflict of interest. This report should be submitted online using the reporting process set forth by the University Compliance, Ethics, and Risk Office and the Office of Research and Commercialization. Further information is available in the Faculty Handbook, as well as on the web sites for the University Compliance, Ethics, and Risk Office and the Office of Research and Commercialization.

(b) All other employees must submit a report prior to the initiation of any outside activity or employment, using Form HR-11, “Report of Potential Conflict of Interest, Outside Activity/Employment.” This form must be resubmitted during the course of the reporting period should there be a change in activity, such as new outside activity or employment, substantial increase in the commitment required for an outside activity or employment, or change in relationships that could create a conflict of interest.

(c) Any employee who wishes to request the use of university facilities, equipment, or personnel in conjunction with an outside activity or employment must submit a written request for such use using the appropriate form. For Faculty, Executive Service, Post-doctoral employees, and select individuals identified in University positions of trust or other employee types engaged in the design, conduct, and
reporting of research, any such request should be included with the report on Form AA-21. All other employees must use Form HR-12, “Permission to Use University Personnel, Equipment, Facilities, Students, or Services.” Failure to submit such a request constitutes specific lack of permission to use any university resources in conjunction with an outside activity or employment. Each request will be evaluated on its own merits. The university is under no obligation to grant any such request.

(d) Reports submitted under this regulation will be reviewed at appropriate levels of supervision. If a potential or actual conflict of interest or commitment is identified, the employee will be notified to resolve the conflict. If the employee has additional information that would assist the University in reviewing such conflict, the employee bears the burden of making that information available to the University. The resolution to a potential or actual conflict of interest may require the employee to cease the outside activity or employment or to divest oneself of the interests that are creating the conflict.

(e) The Florida Commission on Ethics also requires individuals who are identified under Florida Statute 112.3145 as reporting individuals, to submit to the Commission a disclosure of their financial interests within 30 days of appointment, annually by July 1, and within 60 days after leaving their position. Employees considered reporting individuals will be notified of their status by a member of the Human Resources Department.

(4) If an employee does not agree with a decision by the president or representative, the employee may request relief under the provisions of the applicable UCF grievance procedure, but must follow the University’s directive while pursuing the grievance.

(5) Other Applicable Regulations. Any employee who accepts compensation for outside employment shall comply with the applicable requirements of Section 112.313, F.S., and University Regulation UCF-3.0032.

(6) Nothing contained in this regulation shall excuse any employee who engages in outside employment or other activities which constitute a conflict of interest or commitment. A determination by the university not to object to an outside activity or employment does not preclude a finding by the State Ethics Commission that the activity or employment is not in
accordance with all applicable laws and regulations respecting conflicts of interest. The employee’s obligation to avoid conflicts of interest is a continuing one.
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